[Chronicity problems of the ambulatory patient].
This report is comprised of three parts: the first two parts give a very brief summary of two research projects carried out on groups of chronic, psychiatric out-patients within the framework of the University Psychiatric Policlinic of Lausanne. The third part is an attempt at discerning the fundamental, psychological aspects common to almost all chronic patients as well as the features typical of the relationship between the doctor and his chronic patient. The first piece of research consists of an epidemiological, clinical and catamnestic study of a group of 309 patients. Ten years after the original sample group was selected, 82 patients are still being treated. Various signs help to bring into focus the picture of the so-called chronic patient. They also reveal that the doctor-patient relationship deviated rather rapidly starting right from the first consultation towards a relationship described under the title maintenance service relationship. Furthermore it can be seen that in those groups studied, it was not possible to discern which patients would become seriously chronic at the time when they were first taken in charge. The object of the second study was the medical prescriptions given to a group of 65 chronic patients in treatment from 1965 through 1977. As can be expected in a public service with its frequent change of physicians, the patients were followed by several, not to say numerous, physicians. Regarding the different reasons causing a change of prescription, it is interesting to note that the psychic state of the patient played a much more important role here than the change of the treating physician. Thus the observation of chronic, somatic patients is very useful for the psychological understanding of chronicity. There is, in fact, no concordance between the condition of a person suffering from a chronic, physical illness and a person who is psychologically chronic. A description is given of those factors related to personality structure whose interrelation--defined as a basic psychodynamic triad--is necessary for psychological chronicity to set in. Furthermore, the reflections underline the fact that a better understanding psychological chronicity is also very closely subordinated to increasing our knowledge of the doctor-patient relationship.